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ABSTRACT 

A sunple picture, known from the work of I. Lots, of the flow over 
the forward part of a body of revolution in oblique flow 1s derived 

here from entirely elementary conslderatlons. The pressure at any 

point of the (forward part of the) body at any angle of incidence 
depends on three parameters whose values vary along the body. The 

varlatlon of these parameters along the body can be determined from a 

relatively small number of wind tunnel or water tunnel measurements. 
The necessary water tunnel measurements have been made for four axially 
symmetric head shapes, Additional measurements have been made to 
illustrate the theoretlcal conclusions. The data for each head shape 

are adequate for a determlnat1on of the pressure coefflclcnt at any 
point on the head shapes at any angle of lncldence (up to 6’, say). 
In particular they can be used to deterrnne the peak suction at any 
angle of Incidence and so the conditions for the onset of cavitation 
on the head. 
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FEK?DUCTION 

1. Some measurements of the pressure distribution along various axially 
symmetric bodxs, held at an angle of lncldence to the stream have been made 
in the A.R.L. U-inch water tunnel. A simple picture of the flow, which was 
known previously from the fairly elaborate theoretlcal development of I. Lotz 
(Ref. 11, is derived here f?om entirely elementary conslderatlons. It Will 
be seen that the pressure at any point on the fonvard part of the body, when 
held at auy angle of lncldence, can be deduced from a relatively small number 
of measurements: the measurements, reported here, are used to illustrate 
this. The results ~11 find appllcatlon in the predIctIon of the conditions 
for the onset of nose cavltatlon at varzous angles of incidence. 

2.1 The follovring considerations, concerning the oblique flow past a body 
of revolution, are based on the assumption of potential flow. The assumption 
~111, generally speaking, be legltlmate over the forward part of the body 
where the boundary layer 1s thin. It ~11 not apply near the downstream end 
of the body. Nor ~11 It apply very near the tip of a body with a point at 
Its upstream end. 

2.2 Consxder the potential flow past a body of revolution when the axis is 
inclined at an angle c1 to the stream (Fig. 1). At any point on the surface 
of the body the velocity may be dlvuded into the following components: 

V=ucaoa- 
\ 

W-U&a 

t 
FIGURE I 

v, directed along the meridian and associated with the longltudlnal 
component, V, of the stream v&loclty. 

w,, also directed along the merldlan and associated with the transverse 
component, W, of the stream velocity. 

The partrcular value of xv,, when the azimuthal angle 0 IS On, 1s 
denoted by wi*. 

VI*, directed perpendicular to the merldlan and also associated with W. 
The particular value of wI, when 0 = n/2, 1s denoted by w**. 

v, W% and wg are functions of x, the axial distance from the nose, and In 
addltlon w1 and w1 depend also on 8. 

2.3 Clearly at any point 

where Cp is the pressure coefficient measured at that point in purely axial 
flow. 1 The pressure coeff'iclent is defined in para. 2.7,) 
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2.4 It will now be shown that wI depends on B in an extremely simple way. 
Consider the velocity induced along the merldlan at a particular statlon, x, 
by a purely transverse flow. In Fig. 2(a) the free stream velocity IS of 

03 
FIGURE 2 

magnitude w and 1s parallel to the mekdlan plane of zero azimuthal angle: 
the velocity component along the merldlan at statlon x and azimuthal angle 0 
IG proportional to w and otherwise depends only on x and on the angle between 
the mendran plane containing the posltlon on the surface of the body and the 
meridian plane to whrch the free stream velocity IS parallel; this velocity 
component ~1111 therefore be written wf(x,e). In Fig. 2 (b) the free stream 
velocity is of magnitude w and is parallel to the merld1e.n plane of azimuthal 
angle 28: the velocity component at station x and azlmuthal angle Cl 1s 
t&(x,-9) and IS clearly equal to wf(x,e). In Fig. 2 (c) the free stream 
velocity IS of magnitude 2w cos 0 and 1s parallel to the merldlan plane of 
azunuthal angle 8: the velocity component along the mendian at statlon x and 
azunuthal angle 0 1s 20 cos ef(x,o). Smce the flow of Fig. 2 (c) is simply 
the flow obtained by compoundlng the flows of Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2 (b) III the 
manner appropriate to potential flows, rt follows that 

f(X,0) = f(x,o) cos 0. 

This implies, in the notation of Fig. 1, that 

Wl = WI * cos 0 (2) 

2.5 The dependence of wI on 0 can be derived in a slmllar way. In Fig. 3 (a) 
the free stream velocity 1s of magnitude o and 1s parallel to the merldlan 

t 

J 

(!J) @I 
FIGURE 3 
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plane of zero azimuthal angle: the velocity component perpendxular to the 
merldlan at station x and azimuthal angle 8 will be written wg(x,O). In 
Fig. 3 (b) the free stream velocity 1s of magnitude w and is parallel to the 
merldlan plane of azunuthal angle -(n-26): the velocity perpendicular to the 
meridian at station x and azunuthal angle El 1s wg;(x,n-8) and is seen to equal 
og(x,El) by reversing the flow. In F1g. 3 (c) the free stream velocity is of 
magnnltude 2w sin 0 and 1s parallel to the meridian plane of azimuthal angle 

K 

-( I 
-0: 

2 
the velocity component perpendicular to the meridian at station x 

and azxnuthal angle 9 1s Zw sin 8g(x, 
T[ 
2' 1 

Since the flow of Fig. 3 (c) is the 

flow obtained by compounding the flows of Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), it follows 
that 

This implies, in the notation of Fig. 1, that 

w2 = w2* s1n e (3) 

2.6 These results, that wI is proportional to cos 0 and that w2 1s propor- 
tlonal to sin 8, can be found XI Ref. 1, where they emerge after a great 
deal of elaborate analysx. The proof given here offers the advantage of 
sxnplicity and the results emerge directly as a consequence of the compounding 
properties of potential flows. 

2.7 For the flow of Fig. 1 It follows from Bernoulli's theorem that 

PS 
+ &TJ' = p + *p '(Y + VC,)" 

I + w;], 

where Ps LS the free stream pressure and p 1s the pressure at any point on the 
surface of the body; 

1.e. 

* 

:. c P - c po= (1 - Cp,) (1 - (1 - Cp$ cos e 

sln2a -rij * sin* e s1n2 a 

* * 
2.8 Thus, when the parameters, CpO, WI 

w 
and '? , are 

w 

sm% sin's 

sm 2a - (g * cos*e 

(4) 

known, the pressure 

coefficient at any positlon on the nose at any angle of lncldence can be 
calculated. 

% 
can be found by a measurement of pressures along any meridian 

at zero angle 0 uxcldence. J!alow1ng Cp,, w* * can be found by a measurement 
W 

of pressures along the meridian, 8 = 0, with the model Inclined at a non-zero 
* 

angle of pitch. Likewlse Ti can be found by a measurement of pressures 

along the meridian, 0 x T,, 
2 

with the model Inclined at a non-zero angle of 

wT 
* 

pitch. From c and W? * 

PO' ii 6 ' It would also be possible to deterrune the 

streamlines on the surface of an axially symmetric body at any angle of 
incrdence. 
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3.1 The pressure measurements were made on a 2-Inch diameter model in the 
A.R.L. 1%Inch water tunnel in the flxed wall working section./ The model 
and support arrangements are shown dlagrammat1cally in Fig. 4. 

. 

3.2 The model 1s made up of an lnterchsngeable nose-piece, a number of 
tubular sections splgoted together, a centre sectlon carried on a support 
strut and a tall fairlng. A long g-inch diameter bolt, extending from the 
nose-prece to the centre sectlon, clamps the various se&Ions together. 

3.3 Seventeen pressure points are arranged on the surface of the model, holes 
of &Inch diameter being drllled through from outside and terminating on the 
inner walls in short lengths of copper tublng. These are connected to the 
front bulkhead of the centre section by P.V.C. tuoing, which allows sufflclent 
flexlbllity to enable the forward part of the model, which carries the 
pressure points, to rotate about the model axis. Adjustment in the azimuthal 
posltlon of the holes is made from section AA. By undoing the through bolt 
sufficiently to slide the peg out of Its locating slot in the spigot, the 
whole front portion and nose-piece together can be turned through 180’: 
locating slots are provided at 15’ Intervals. Access to the bolt IS obtalned 
by removing the top cover of the working sectlon and unscrewing the tall 
falrlng. 

3.4 The centre section of the model 1s rlgidly fixed to a single staInless 
steel strut, hollow and of streamline sectlon. This strut terminates in a 
l-Inch o.d. circular tube which passes through the gland: by sliding this 
tube up and down, the model can be located vertically from outslde the tunnel. 
Down the strut and tube pass seventeen copper tubes, which transmit the 
pressure readings, picking up with the appropriate P.V.C. tubes on the front 
bulkhead of the centre sectlon. Two typlcal pressure measuring lines, one 
from the nose and one from the cylindrical portlon of the model, are shown 
in Fig. 4. 

3.5 The angle of pitch can be adJusted from outslde the tunnel. This 1s 
effected by the pivot pin and spherlcal gland arrangement shown in the sketch. 
Since the model rotates about the pivot pin, an adJustment in pitch calls for 
an SdJuStIiISnt III vSI%iCal pOsltiOn alSO. A pair of slots cut Into the strut 
tube register with tongues flxed to the frame supportlng the pltchlng arrange- 
ments: m this way the model 1s held at zero yaw. 

TUNNEL CORRECTIONS .-_.-.. 

4.1 Since the measurements were made m a fixed wall Jet, it was necessary to 
apply corrections for tunnel pressure gradient and for blockage. 

4.2 A point on the tunnel axis 16 Inches downstream of the throat pressure 
tapplng was used as reference point. The water speed and statlo pressure at 
the reference point were determIned III a preluninary calibration in terms of 
the pressure drop across the contraction and the throat pressure. The point 
on the axis of the model at the forward end of the cylindrical portion was 
malntalned at the reference point as closely as possible in all measurements. 
A correction was added to all pressure measurements on the model according to 
the distance of the measuring point from the reference point and the pressure 
gradlent obtaining III the empty tunnel: this correction never exceeded 3 of 
the velocity head. The same correction was applied at a given pressure hole 
at all angles of lncldence: this is Justifiable since the static pressure 
distribution over the centre of the working section 1s flat wlthin the order 
of accuracy of the present measurements (about 1% of the velocity head) and 
the axial shift of any hole due to changes of rncldence never exceeded ,‘0 Inch 
(to which the corresponding change in pressure due to the tunnel pressure 
gradlent 1s ,k,,% of the velocity head). . . 

4.3 If U denotes the tunnel velocity, 

vh the velocity at any point on the model (as determined by the 
measured pressure) __ _ ---_ ___._ -~-.----~----...‘-~---..- _.-._____... -. -__-_.- 

+ The tunnel has interchangeable working SeCtlWl Of different tYPS.3. 
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vh - AYE the velocity at the same point on the model, corrected for 
blockage, 

ps the free stream static pressure (allowance for the tunnel 
pressure gradient being made separately as already discussed), 

Pm the pressure measured at the point of Interest on the model, 

and pc the pressure at the same point on the model, corrected for 
blockage, 

then, since the total head 1s unaltered by blockage, 

P,,, + bpvh 2 = ps + +ppu = P, + &(Vh - Avh)* 

It follows that the blockage correctlon is given approxunately by 

ACp = pE - Pm = 2(1 - c,) 
3 AVh 

au’ u 
(5) 

The velocity induced by blockage at any point on the surface of the model 
was assumed to be equal to the velocity induced by blockage at the correspond- 
Ing point on the tunnel axis due to the presence of a semi-InfinIte Rankine 
body of the same diameter as the model and with the upstream extremity in the 
same position (for numerlcal values see appendix). The blockage correction 
was in no case as large as 5% of the velocity head. The same blockage 
correctlons were applied when the model had a non-zero angle of Incidence as 
in flow with axial symmetry. It 1s diffwult to assess the error due to the 
various assumptions and approximations made in estimating the blockage: 
since the estimated correction is relatively small It is reasonable to assume 
that the error in Cp due to these approximations ~11 never exceed 0.01. 

4.4 No correction has been made for pressure changes due to the presence of 
the support strut. Judging from the results quoted in Ref. 2, the support 
Interference may be expected to cause an error in C of aDout 1% of the 
velocity head at the rear-most hole in the model an 8 of $$ or less in the 
unportant region round the head. 

4.5 Taking Into account accuracy of measurement, it 1s believed that the 
corrected values of Cp given below are accurate to wlthln 1 or 2% of the 
velocity head. 

EXPE$VZ~NTAL F(ESULTS 

5.1 Results are given here for the four head shapes shown in Fig. 4, namely 
a 2 calibre radius head, ogival head, a 1.5 calrbre radius head, ogival head, 
a 2:l elllpsoldal head and a 1.732:l ellipsoidal head. 

5.2 The basic measurements for the 2 calibre radius head, oglval head, wth 
the correction for tunnel pressure gradient and blockage already applied, are 
Izesented in graphlcal form in Fig. 5 (a). These measurements aTe: 

(1) pressure dlstrlbutlon along one meridian when the incidence is zero; 

(II) pressure dlstributlon alon 
% 

the meridian, @ = 0, when the Incidence 
has some non-zero value, 5 44’ in this case; 

(111) pressure distribution along the meridian, 0 = x, when the incidence 
has some non-zero value, 5’44’ in this case; 

(1~) pressure dlstributlon along the meridian, 8 = 5, when the lncldence 

has some non-zero value, 5’44’ in this case. 

From (11, Cp, IS known as a function of the non-dlmenslonal axial distance, 

i, from the model nose (where R denotes the radius of the model). 
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.* 
Frcm (1) and '(11) or from (1) and (lil),,:; csnbe found as a function of 2: I.* fact 

R 
* 

we averaged the values from each and prepared a smoothed curve of 
WI 

against 
W 

VR. From (i) and (IV), w2*/W can be found as a function of x/R. Smoothed 

values of C wl*/W and w2*/wJ PO’ are given III the Table: this is all that is 
necessary for calculating from equation (4) the pressure at any point of the 
body at any angle of incidence. 

5.3 The values of C as a fun&Ion of x along the merldlans, 0 = 0 and 8 = T[, 
for the 2 calibre ra lus head, oglval head at an angle of incidence of 3'11' 8 
have been calculated from the data in the Table and are plotted in Fig. 5 (b): 
measured values are given for comparison on the same graph. The values of 
C as a function of the azimuthal angle 8 for various values of x at an angle 
OE! . lncldence of 5'44' have also been calculated from the data in the Table and 
representative examples are plotted m Fig. 5 (c): measured values are given 
for comparison on the same graph. 

5.4 The corresponding graphs for the l+ calibre radius head oglval head are 
given in Figs. 6 (a), 6 (b) and 6 (c); for the 2:l ellipsoldal head in 
Figs. 7 (a), 7 (b) and 7 (c); and for the 1.73Z:l ellipsoidal head in 
Fl@. 8 (a), 8 (b) and (c). The angles of lncldence may appear somewhat 
curious: the experimental arrangement did not admit of smooth, accurate 
setting to a predeternnned value for the incidence, 

5.5 In the transverse flow past a pointed head the foremost point 15, of 
COUI‘SB, a singularity of the potential flow and the conslderatlons of 
paras 2.1 to 2.8 do not apply in this nelghbourhood. Nevertheless for the 
2 calibre radius head and 1.5 calibre radius head, ogival noses equation (4) 
appears from Figs 5 (b), 5 (c), 6 (b) and 6 (c) to be applxable quite close 
to the point and is certainly equal to the task of determlnlng the magnitude 
of the suotron peak when the angle of Incidence takes any value of practical 
interest (up to 6', say). 

5.6 As x increases along the cyllndrrcal portlon of the body, "**/W ought to 
tend to 2.0 (cf. the two-dimensIona flow round a crrcle). This is realised 
only roughly in the Table. Interference effects from the support strut may 
be the cause of the devlatlon. Also Cp 1s rather insensitive to the values 
of "**/W and W~t/W; this makes accurate determlnatrons of wl*/W and wp */w 
difficult but It also implies that these parameters do not have to be known 
very accurately in order to Interpolate for C wth adequate accuracy. 
the four head shapes considered, It should bePposslble, from equation (4) and 

For 

the data given in the Table, to determine Cp, at any point on the body (apart 
from the limitations of para. 5.5) at any angle of lncldence up to 6', to 
within 1 or 2% of the velocity head. 

gljgAR~ 

6. Elementary theoretlcal considerations have provided a simple picture of 
the flow over the forward part of a body of revolution in oblique flow. 1n 
particular the pressure at any point on the body at any angle of lncldence 1s 
seen to depend on three parameters which vary along the body. These para- 
meters have been determlned by water tunnel measurements for four axially 
synxnetrlc head shapes. The measurements have been used to Illustrate the 
theoretical conclusions. The data given for each head shape are adequate for 
a determination of the pressure coefficient at any point on the body at any 
angle of Incidence (up to 6', say). In partxular they can be used to 
determine the peak suction at any angle of Incidence and so the conditions for 
the onset of nose cavitation. 
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APPENDIX 

BLOCKAGE CORRECTION 

The following data used III correcting the experImenta results of the 
present paper, have been taken from some unpublished work by Dr. F. Vandrey. 

The velocity III the axis of a closed circular tunnel of radius a at a 
point at distance x from a source of strength Q on the axis of the tunnel 
IS given by 

where r(- x) = - f(x). Values of f(x) ape given III the following table. 

0.0 0.000 0.7 0.250 
0.1 0.040 0.8 0.276 

0.2 0.080 0.9 0.300 

0.3 0.119 1.0 0.322 

0.4 0.155 1.1 0.342 

0.5 0.190 1.2 0.359 

0.6 0.218 1.3 0.374 
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TABLE 

x 

E 

0.646 

1.146 

1.646 

2.146 

2.646 

3.146 

3.646 

4.146 

4.646 

6.646 

x 
R 

* * x 
cPO 

WI 
-- w 

w_2: 
w it 

* 
CP0 

WI 
- JK 

0.500 -0.058 0.91 1.6 0.433 -0.016 1.03 

1.000 -0.278 0.58 1.8 0.866 -0.314 0.62 

1.500 -0.330 0.32 1.9 1.299 -0.382 0.37 

2.000 -0.220 0.17 2.0 1,732 -0.286 0.21 

2,500 -0.090 0.10 2.0 2.232 -0.099 0.13 

3.000 -0.051 0.06 2.1 2.732 -0.058 0.08 

3.500 -0.035 0.04 2.1 3.232 -0.040 0.06 

4.000 -0.030 0.04 2.1 3.732 -0.030 0.04 

6.000 -0.010 0.03 2.2 5.732 -0.012 0.03 

0.237 0.86 2.0 

-0.045 0.67 1.9 

-0.218 0.45 1.9 

-0.304 0.27 1.8 

-0.213 0.15 1.9 

-0.080 0.09 2.0 

-0.049 0.06 2.0 

-0.032 0.05 2.1 

-0.023 0.04 2.2 

-0.005 0.03 2.2 

2:l Ellipsoid 1.732:l Ellipsoid 

x -1 
R __- 

0.149 

0.298 

0.441 

0.596 

0.745 

1.245 

1.745 

2.245 

2.745 

4.745 

DS 9576i/l/Wt.7 K.3 9155 DL 10 

1.5 C.R.H. Oaive 

* 
C w_?. 

PO - w 

0.357 0.83 

-0.016 0.64 

-0.255 0.48 

-0.358 0.33 

-0.259 0.23 

-0.098 0.11 

-0.061 0.07 

-0.044 0.05 

-0,034 0.04 

-0.012' 0.02 

* 
3. 
w 

1.7 

1.9 

2.1 

2.1 

2.1 

2.0 

2.1 

2.1 

2.1 

2.1 

% * w 
1.6 

1.8 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

2.1 

2.1 

2.1 

2.1 
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